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According to Bertalanffy, the essence of systems theory is the effort of academics and practitioners
to help humankind overcome the usual and often dangerous one-sidedness caused by over-specialization into
single professions and by related oversights of (often crucial) attributes. Wiener created cybernetics on the
same basis, i.e. by creative interdisciplinary cooperation, which changed over-specialization into cooperating
specialization. Mulej’s Dialectical Systems theory adds a focus on selection of all and only crucial
viewpoints or specializations in a synergy called a dialectical system; it denotes their interdependence due to
their mutual differences with which they complete each other up toward the requisite holism (replacing the
fictitious holism typical of a single discipline, while a total, i.e. real holism including a synergy of totally all
disciplines reaches beyond human capacities, even in a team work).

Such a change toward a dialectical system approach became necessary also in dealing with elderly
people. Population’s ageing and increasing longevity is a global issue. Social Gerontology as
interdisciplinary science is studying the mechanics and mysteries of longevity, aging and population health.
A wide range of disciplines are engaging academics and practitioners working on quality ageing.  Social
gerontologists are human service specialists who advocate for older adults. Today there are many
publications on every aspect on social gerontology. 

A multidisciplinary understanding of population’s ageing is crucial, but not enough, since it may
mean application of several disciplines with no or poor cooperation, which is included in an interdisciplinary
approach via a dialectical system. Choosing the really crucial viewpoints/disciplines and enabling their
creative cooperation is a crucial task of the involved persons. This process can enjoy support from social
responsibility’s three crucial concepts: one’s responsibility for one’s impacts over society, i.e. humans and
nature, interdependence, and holistic approach, supported by the seven principles, i.e. accountability,
transparency, ethics, respect for stakeholders’ interests, rule of law, international norms, and human rights.
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